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The safest suburbs often hold the deepest secrets. Such is the case for Essie, a mother of two. 
In a moment of maternal despair she once made a terrible mistake, one she will always regret. 
Essie has since recovered, but she fears what may still lurk inside her.

Her neighbours in Pleasant Court have their own issues. Driven and organised, Ange appears 
to have everything under control, except perhaps her husband. Practical, intellectual Fran 
can’t stop running. For exercise, or something else?

One day in February, during an unprecedented Melbourne heatwave, someone new arrives. 
Isabelle is single and childless, when everyone else is married with kids. She is renting, when 
everyone else owns. Her job is mysteriously vague. Strangest of all, Isabelle is very curious 
about her neighbours. Too curious, some might say.

It soon becomes clear that Isabelle’s choice of neighbourhood was no accident. And her 
presence might bring even more secrets to light…

Sally Hepworth has lived around the world, spending extended periods in Singapore, the UK 
and Canada, where she worked in event management and human resources. She is the author of 
Love Like the French, The Secrets of Midwives, The Things We Keep and The Mother’s Promise.

Sally lives in Melbourne, with her husband and three children.
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WARNING: The following summary and questions contain major plot spoilers for  
The Family Next Door.

Motherhood did not come naturally to Essie Walker. The day she left her baby daughter Mia 
alone in the park changed her family forever. Her mother Barbara moved into the street to help 
out, and to keep an eye on Essie’s wellbeing. Everything seems okay three years later with her 
second daughter Polly, but the alarm is raised for Barbara and Essie’s husband Ben shortly after 
the new neighbour, Isabelle, moves in. Essie is becoming distracted, and none of them can 
work out why.

Isabelle is the newcomer from Sydney, rocking an unintentionally anti-suburbia style of thick 
bangs, heavy black-rimmed glasses and blood-red lipstick. She works for a non-profit, but never 
seems to be at work. She says little about herself, but has nothing but questions for anyone 
else. But a few evenings and many bottles of wine later, she and Essie click like two pieces of a 
puzzle. Is she just the fresh new friend Essie needs to take her mind off motherhood? Isabelle is 
so great with kids, too, so what could be the harm in her babysitting Essie’s daughters?

The simple, steady life in Pleasant Court isn’t just entering turbulence for Essie and her family. 
Fran’s exercise addiction is relentless as she runs away from a dark secret, while Ange stumbles 
onto one by mistake. Fran feels awful for cheating on Nigel – he’s the most thoughtful, 
generous and kind husband and father of her children that she could ask for – but the guilt over 
the question of daughter Ava’s paternity is gnawing away at her. Ange yearns for a stronger 
bond with her sons, a more attentive husband and a more active sex life so her reality at home 
can live up to the image she shares on Instagram. But when she discovers Lucas’ secret second 
phone, her whole family’s future is thrown into question.

Fran opens up to the other women, Ange discovers Isabelle has not been entirely honest and 
Essie is suddenly drinking more than usual. Barbara has an inexplicable bad feeling about 
their new neighbour, and she can’t help but worry about Essie. Isabelle forges ahead and keeps 
asking questions of her own, and everybody but Essie is suspicious. Then Essie’s epiphany 
about her feelings for Isabelle will change her family irreparably. 

As Essie, Ange and Fran challenge and search inside themselves and their families, truths 
will come to light; truths that will forge and break bonds, and open new doors for love and 
heartache.

Plot Summary
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Themes

Community

‘Essie readjusted Polly on her hip and frowned at Ange. Get together? That was unusual. 
Everyone in Pleasant Court was friendly, certainly. They popped around to each other’s houses 
for Christmas or New Year’s Eve drinks, they watered each other’s plants while they were away. 
They waved brightly when they saw one another in the street … but they stopped just shy of 
being friends.’ (Essie, p.22)

 1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being close friends with your  
  neighbours?

 2. How would Essie, Ange and Fran’s stories change if they had been a closer   
  community from the start?

‘Ange made a face that suggested she wasn’t so sure. “I don’t get it,” she said. “Who moves to 
Pleasant Court without kids?”’ (Essie, p.24)

 3. The conversation between Essie, Ange and Fran regarding their new neighbour,  
  Isabelle, quickly escalates into the establishment of a Neighbourhood Watch.  
  Is Isabelle a reasonable trigger for such community safety efforts? Or does this  
  reflect a deeper problem of exclusion in an ostensibly friendly suburb?

Image, Love and Secrets

‘They were going to have sex, and not mundane sex. Hot sex. Decidedly unmarried-person sex. 
[Ange] was going to be the wife every man wanted … if she was able to stay awake.’ (Ange, p.45)

‘Fran and Essie were probably having sex with their husbands, she decided. Essie’s muscle 
man of a husband probably had a Cirque du Soleil line-up of moves, and Fran and Nigel were so 
straight-laced you could just tell they liked it dirty.’ (Ange, p.46)

‘After eight years of marriage Ben still wanted sex constantly … One good thing about Ben, 
he rarely lasted more than ten minutes (Ten With Ben) and tonight Essie spent eight of them 
thinking about Polly.’ (Essie, p.14)

‘Nigel usually managed to perform, but it was always lacklustre, and only ever when Fran 
initiated it. She couldn’t remember the last time he’d looked at her like this.’ (Fran, p.43)

 4. Discuss how Ange, Essie and Fran all had different expectations of a   
  married sex life, and all experience a different level than what they really   
  want. Is Ange’s desire for sex motivated more by her own drive, or    
  by what she thinks she should be having? 
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 5. Fran adores Nigel but also carries guilt over her infidelity, guilt that even   
  prevents a coupling he tries to initiate. Essie likens bed with Ben as taking a  
  dog to the park. Discuss the differences between the two couples’ sexual   
  relationships. Is one healthier than the other?

‘Nigel had lost a large chunk of their savings last year … He wallowed and wallowed.’ (Fran, 
p.32)

‘[Lucas’] face was anguished. Infuriatingly, it made him look even more handsome. “I can’t 
explain it. I don’t know what’s wrong with me.”’ (Ange, p.256)

 6. Fran commits adultery, Ange is a victim of it. One marriage is saved, the   
  other ends. Why did Fran’s partnership with Nigel survive while Ange’s   
  with Lucas did not? Are Fran’s transgressions more forgivable than    
  Lucas’? Why or why not?

‘But she wasn’t asking, not really. It was a shame because Fran wanted to tell her. He was 

depressed, Mum. It was horrible. Did Dad ever get depressed? How did you handle it? If you 

had shared your difficulties with me, instead of just your successes, I might have been in a better 

position to navigate them myself.’ (Fran, p.270)

 7. Secrets between parents and children, between spouses. How does    
  the novel explore the role of image and secrets in damaging the    
  characters’ relationships with each other? How has Fran’s mother’s    
  concern with the image of being a high-achiever affected her relationship   
  with her daughter?

‘Whenever Ange posted photos of the street on Instagram she tagged it #pleasantcourt 
#whereeverythingispleasant.’ (Ange, p.47)

‘They weren’t wrong. Ange tried to remember the last time she’d eaten pizza. Probably back at 
university. Definitely before she met Lucas. Before she started buying into his your body is your 

temple bullshit. Before she started trying to maintain a body that would stop her husband from 
straying.’ (Ange, p.257)

‘The less perfect things were, she was finding, the more likely they were to be real.’ (Ange, 
p.315)

 8. As Ange lets go of Lucas, she lets go of her obsession with image:    
  Instagram posts, not abstaining from indulgences like pizza, allowing   
  some mess around the house. In what other ways do characters let their   
  obsession with perception bring problems into their lives?
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Motherhood

‘Essie had given it eight weeks. And still, whenever Essie looked down at Mia’s red, irritated 
little face, all she felt was … flat.’ (Essie, p.5)

‘And much to everyone’s relief, this time Essie had been fine. Well, mostly fine.’ (Essie, p.12)

 9. The novel brings the truth of relationships, family and motherhood to the   
  fore, including Essie’s post-partum depression with Mia. Discuss the role   
  of fiction in exploring these kinds of issues.

 10. Leaving Mia in the park caused Barbara and Ben to be watchful for any signs of  
  a problem between Essie and Polly. When Isabelle enters Essie’s life,   
  Essie becomes increasingly  distracted and confused as her feelings    
  develop for her new friend. How did the park incident colour your reading of  
  Essie’s mental  state during her growing friendship with Isabelle? Did you think  
  she was going to relapse?

‘(He’d probably not think to do the obvious things like give her a bottle or change her nappy.) 
Once he’d exhausted his box of tricks, she’d be called in.’ (Essie, p.17)

‘It was one of those moments when motherhood felt like a shock. As if someone had just walked 
up to you with a baby and cried, “This is your child. You are a mum! You are meant to know 
what to do in this situation!” Fran would know what to do, Ange thought.’ (Ange, p.95)

 11. Trying to live up to expectations is a recurring pressure on characters in the  
  novel, especially in regards to parenthood. Of Fran, Ange and Essie, do any   
  live up to their own expectations? What about Nigel, Lucas and Ben? Compare  
  the strengths and weaknesses of each parent’s relationship with their children.

‘“Actually I do want to hear that. I know Mum’s worst fear was that someone was mistreating 
you. She always said that if you couldn’t come back to us, she prayed you were with someone 
who desperately wanted you and cherished you.”’ (Essie, p.295)

 12. The novel raises the difference between nature and nurture with regards to   
  child rearing. Nigel’s feelings for Ava without knowing if he’s the biological   
  father, Lucas fathering a child following an affair, Barbara not being Essie’s  
  biological mother. Who was Essie’s ‘true’ mother?
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Plot and Characters
 13. After Isabelle babysat Mia and Polly, and Ben almost called the police from the  
  misunderstanding, what did you think her motives were for coming  to   
  Sandringham?

 14. Throughout the story, there were snippets from an unknown narrator. As you  
  read these scenes, did you have theories about who this was? What were your  
  reasons for this?

 15. Do you think Barbara knew the truth, at least on some level, about what she’d  
  done? What other characters try turning away from the truth?

 16. Had you heard of genetic sexual attraction before? Did you think Essie’s feelings  
  were romantic love?

 17. Did you agree with Fran’s decision to tell Nigel that he might not be the father  
  of Ava?

 18. Was Barbara’s changed position in the family a fair fate? What boundaries   
  would you have set if you were Essie? 
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From the Author
Your characters are juggling motherhood, husbands, careers – much like I imagine you 
are at the moment! In your novel writing, does your own life impact your plots? 

I did lean heavily on my own experiences while writing this book, not only as a mother of small 
children but also as someone who experienced Post Natal Depression. In fact, in a case of life 
imitating art, I was pregnant while I wrote this book, I gave birth shortly after delivering it to 
my editor, and I experienced PND during the editing process. Other areas of the book were not 
familiar to me, such as genetic sexual attraction, and I was required to do a lot of research to 
ensure I portrayed these accurately.

How did it come about that you discovered the phenomenon of genetic sexual 
attraction? 

I feel like topics tend to find me rather than the other way around. I heard of genetic sexual 
attraction a few years back, in an article I read online. It piqued my interest, but it wasn’t 
until a few weeks later, when I heard about it again, this time on TV, that I found myself 
curious enough to google it to find out more. Over the next year or so, the topic kept coming 
up, in a film, a book I was reading, articles I stumbled across. It was even experienced by an 
acquaintance of someone I knew.

As a writer, if something is on your mind, it’s only a matter of time before it ends up in one of 
your books. And as the plot for The Family Next Door began to unfold, it just seemed to  
fit perfectly.


